
To whom it may concern,  

please be informed that we received the below questions from interested bidders which were answered 

(in blue) by our team as the following: 

1- Line 9, Long Handle (iron) Broom: is this for domestic use (soft bristles with light-weight steel 

handle? 

Ans: Yes. 

 

2- Line 10, Long Handle (normal) Broom: is this for trash workers sweeping trash (hardwearing stiff 

bristles attached to a heavy-duty wooden base with strong wooden handle. Or are they both 

domestic or both meant for works sweeping trash from the roads?  

Ans: the broom is for trash workers sweeping trash (heavy duty wooden base with strong 

wooden handle). 

 

3- Trash Container 1100 L (Metal, with four tires and Lid, The Lid Must Metal or the Plastic is 

Acceptable?  

Ans: Metal and plastic lids are acceptable. 

 

4- Long Handle (iron) & (normal) Broom are Soft or Hard and there is a specific length of the broom 

30, 40, or 50 cm?  

Ans: the acceptable length of the broom is the standard, between (100 cm to 120 cm), and the 

width of the broom is 50 cm. 

 

5- A shovel, should it be a rectangle (Cleaning workers) or normal oval?  

Ans: the shovel is rectangle (for Cleaning workers). 

 

6- Is it acceptable to provide you:  Trash Bags 114 L, roll=12 Piece instead of (Trash Bags 116 L, 

roll=30 Piece)? 

Ans: No, it’s not acceptable. 

 

7- Is it acceptable to provide you: Big Trash Bags Size (90cm * 120 cm), roll=15 Piece instead of 

(Trash Bags 126 L, roll=30 Piece)? 

Ans: No, it’s not acceptable. 

 

8- What is the required quantities as the transportation fees will vary depends on required 

quantities, especially for Trash Containers? 

Ans: the expected number of Trash containers (1100 Lt, Metal) is at least 15-30 per order. 

 

Best Regards, 

IGPA-Procurement Team 


